Abstract. The theory of electromagnetic radiation dispersion by polydisperse particles is analyzed. Methods of reliable optical indication of smokes to identify Fire Danger are considered. The conventional method of optical smoke detection implies measuring optical characteristics of the environment under control. After that the results obtained are converted into microphysical parameters which can be compared to the known microphysical properties of smokes.The calculated optical portrait of smokes is offered. The portrait of smokes is the field of representation points in coordinates of the degree of diffusion radiation polarization for two diffusion angles. Each of the spots indicates one of the numerous realizations of smokes. The direct match of the representation spots in the optical increases the probability of smoke A different way to protect optical system is to use the device with mutually orthogonal polarizers of the light source and detector. If hindrance is nonspherical aerosol, the signal from the device is used to correct the signals from smoke detectors.
1.Introduction
Smoke detection to identify fire condition in many cases is based on the registration of intensity of electromagnetic radiation (EMR), scattered the smoke particles at an angle Θ to the probing beam. It contributed to the smoke particles and particles such as dust, noise. To enhance the reliability of the identification of the fire needs to minimize the contribution of scattering dust particles in the total signal.
We shall consider the elements of the theory of dispersion of electromagnetic radiation by aerosol particles. Let flat linearly-polarized wave of electromagnetic radiation ε о = Im {E 0 e iwt− ikz } extend along the axis Z. At its interaction with a particle in a point of M the spherical scattered wave is formed:
ℰ( , , Θ, ) = Ιm{Ṡ(Θ, φ) e iwt− ikz ikr } here, ( , φ)=Se iσ -the complex amplitude function defining the module and a phase of a wave, disseminated in the direction characterized by , φ; r -distance; k = 2 -wave number.
Having chosen the plane of dispersion and having spread out the electric vector Е 0 on mutually orthogonal components Е̇0 l and Е̇0 r , it is possible to express ̇l and ̇r of a scattered wave through Maxwell-Jones's matrix: 
Here, Ṡ1÷Ṡ4 -components ̇ (Θ,φ). For smoke particles -spheres: ̇1 (Θ, ) =̇1(Θ), 2 (Θ, ) =̇2(Θ), ̇3 = ̇4 = 0, according to [1] , thus: 
The solutions for ̇1 and ̇2 according to [2] in [1] are presented in the form of:
parameters, , -indices of refraction of environment and substances of a particle, ψ n (ρ), ζ(ρ) -Bessel and Hankel's functions, ψ n (ρ), ζ(ρ). Deyrmendzhan presented (2) in the form of [3] 
where and K −are factors of the efficiency of weakening and diffusion. The real stream of dispersed electromagnetic radiation is the mixture of simple waves, and the definition of the total result of their transformation is a statistical task. For this reason, the probing bunches of electromagnetic radiation (of optical range) are described with the help of statistical parameters that consider the characteristics of simple waves and additivity of incoherent components of intermixture: four square and bilinear forms regarding to Е̇l and Е̇. They determine completely the condition of polarization of electromagnetic radiation (Stokes parameters) and are registered by square devices:
= Е̇̂+Е̇̂Q = Е̇̂-Е̇̂   (3) = Е̇̂+Е̇̂ = -(Е̇̂-Е̇̂), where -intensity, интенсивность, energy stream through unit of area in unit of time, dimension is the same of Q, U, V. From (1) (Ṡ̂-Ṡ̂) so i-th Stokes parameter of dispersed electromagnetic radiation:
For a smoke particle (sphere):
During the transition from the matrix of light dispersion of a smoke particle to the matrix of light dispersion of particles in unit of volume, N, the function of their distribution by the sizes is considered
where ( )-spectral density, meeting the condition:
, -limits of the interval . Therefore, the matrix of light dispersion of N particles system is:
For optically active [6] smoke particles: 
, received by rationing (4) on 4 , , 11 , as well as angle structure of dispersed electromagnetic radiation:
For calculation of the form of the light dispersion matrix from [3] is used: 
About smokes identification
Authors with employees are engaged in researches in the field of optical and micro structural characteristics of the smoke aerosols received at low-temperature pyrolysis (decay) of wooden, electro -heat-insulating, decorative, constructional and other materials and surfaces [7] [8] [9] At the same time the authors of the research develop, test and implement highly sensitive to smoke, few dimensional sensors of smoke concentration and systems of fire detection [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Some results of the researches in the field of optical-polarizing protection of optical systems of early detection of the fire-dangerous state that, nowadays, are based, mainly, on registration of the radiation, dispersed by smoke particles, are given below. That means it is based on the registration of the first parameter of a Stokes column vector I -intensity (brightness). Therefore, the basis of opticalpolarizing protection concept is the idea of using the Muller matrix and Stokes column vector or derivatives of them in order to identify the smokes of other parameters, for example, the degree of polarization of the radiation dispersed by the environment.
Two approaches to identification of smokes are formulated. According to the first one, the classical approach, optical characteristics of the environment are measured and transferred into microphysical parameters which are compared to known microphysics of smokes. Its basis is in the solution of the 
where, = ∆ 2 , ∆ − measurement error . If does not belong to the set , the reverse operator
cannot make any sense. In the method of regularization [15] there is a solution , minimizing the functional with the discrepancy (7) and with the functional of smoothness of solution with a regulating multiplier . In [16] for definition of ( ) and multifrequency measurements 11 ( ) and , are used.
According to zero approach 0 the method of regularization is used to find out 1 , that is further used by the following iteration to specify with the discrepancy ‖ 11 ( ) − ( ) 1 
Measuring the frequency ranges 11 ( ) , , 11 (Θ) it is possible to calculate ( ), , .
The complexity of multifrequency or multiangular [16] measurements of the elements of the light dispersion matrix, the necessity to use the computer programmes in order to convert the results of optical measurements and implementation of the criterion of "recognition" of a smoke etc. make the application of the "microphysical" approach of smokes identification very problematic.
Within the second approach the identification is organized by measuring of known parameters of light dispersion matrix of the environment and of their comparison with an optical portrait of smokes, to similar types of optical weather [17] .
According to the theory of recognition of images an optical portrait the can be defined by a field of representation spots in n -measured space of the characteristic parameters of the light dispersion matrix, where each spot represents a certain degree of smoke (or hindrances). Characteristic parameters have to provide simplicity of measurements, compactness and discrepancy of fields of smokes and hindrances, diminutiveness of fire situation system. The simplest case of a field -in coordinates of two parameters, for example, the degree of polarization at two angles of dispersion, Р 1 and Р 2 . At radiation of smoke particles by the monochromatic non-polarized radiation, the Stokes's vector parameter of dispersed electromagnetic radiation is: When installing a polarizar П with an azimuth ψ = 0 at a receiver with the angle Θ Measurements of S 1∥ end S 1⊥ are possible by cyclic turning of П on the angle /2 and vice versa or by locating another identical receiver with П on the other side from the axis of the lighter at the angle 1 . The same process is used to calculate Р 2 . A number of researches [13] , of optical schemes for measuring of other elements of light dispersion matrix confirm the measurement scheme Р(Θ 1 ) end Р(Θ 2 ).
Realization of smokes identifier on the basis of control of environment-representing spot in coordinates P 1 end P 2 .represents rather complex challenge. Therefore, the other principle of optical system protection from aerosol hindrances is investigated. It is based on the device with mutually orthogonal surfaces of polarization of light source and detector polarizers, for example, light source: ψ = 0, and detector: ψ = /2. Such device is a cross-polarizing indicator of aerosol hindrances (dust) -CIH.
Stokes column vector of polarizing radiation of a light source: -smoke detector signals before their processing in the main system unit.
3. Conclusions 1. Classical way of smoke detection in a controlled space is the measurements of optical characteristics of environment and their transfer into microphysical parameters with further comparison and known microphysics of smokes. The complexity of conversion procedures of optical characteristics into microphysical parameters makes the process of implementation of "microphysical" identification rather problematic. 2. More preferable way is the method of measuring of certain parameters of the light dispersion matrix of the controlled environment, for example, degree of radiation polarization by dispersed smokes at two diffusion angles, and their comparisons with an optical portrait of smokes. Optical smoke portrait is a set of diffusion spots for the maximum number of realization of smokes calculated using the known parameters of microphysics of real smokes: distribution of particles by the sizes, complex index of substance refraction of smoke particles. The fact of entrance of the current representing spot into the area of an optical portrait increases the probability of fire detection. 3. The other method is the use of cross-polarizing indicator of aerosol hindrances of CIH, when the polarization surfaces of light source and receiver polarizers are mutually orthogonic. Then, at output of the polarizer in front of the receiver all Stokes vector column components are equal to zero. It means that in a controlled space there are only smoke, i.e. spherical particles, and smoke sensors produce "purely smoke" signals, proportional to size 0 11 . In case of an aerosol hindrance (dust) with light dispersion matrix [ ] smoke sensors produce additional signals 0 11 , and the CIH detector (receiver) produces a signal which is proportional to 
